A three day orientation program was organized by the Poornima University to orient students of 2nd year by the help and proper co-ordination of various faculties under the guidance of HoD Civil and management authorities.

Orientation program started with the welcoming of students after holidays on July 01, 2013. On the very first day, students were guided to seminar hall where in they get themselves registered for the third semester by the tutors of the respective classes. Registration process was followed by the session of Dr. Manoj Gupta (Dean, SET) where rules and regulations of Poornima University were reminded to the students and the faculty members. Sir also discussed about the features related to various streams.

After the session of Dean, SET students visited Fluid mechanics and Material testing lab where the students were introduced by various machines of lab and try to relate these machines with subjects and industries like UTM machine and Hardness testing machine, Bernoulli apparatus and notch model etc…

After lunch, students gathered again in the seminar hall, where Ms. Ramaa Singh, (HoD, Civil Engg. Dep’t.) addressed students. She discussed various portal streams of civil engineering and all the faculty members as well as students took the resolution to work in team with each other and to follow the rules and regulation for overall development of the department.

The students were recalled the vision and mission of the university. After this introduction of department, department’s activity was organized where a quiz was taken and they were asked to perform an advertisement. Students participated with great zeal and winner was also declared. Last session of the day was tutor’s interaction, where general information of every student was collected by respective tutors.

Second Day, July 2nd, 2013

On second day of the orientation program Mr. Rahul Singhi, (OSD, Poornima University) gave the useful information regarding the use of latest technologies, like Google drive. He gave live demonstration as to how to use the Google Drive to store data online, how a group of persons can actually work together even at different locations. Session was very informative.

Next session was followed by Mr. Manoj Gupta (Dean, SET). He touched the latest information regarding Jaipur being included as a Counter Magnet city. He also discussed the benefits of
Bharatpur being included in NCR region and the prospects of future engineers as a result of this inclusion. After this session students visited Survey lab in which students understood the working of various apparatus. Lunch was followed by the zero lectures of various subjects taken by the respective faculty members.

After zero lecture a session of Mr. Puneet Singhvi (HOD, PIET) was organized where he discussed about various learning techniques. Last session of the day was Tutor’s session which was taken by the respective tutors where in various problems of II semester faced by the students was discussed.

**Third Day, July 4th, 2013**

In the morning a welcome and motivational session has taken by Mr. Shashikant Singhi (Director General, PGC). Singhi sir addresses the students on their strength and their weakness. Students were encouraged and they one by one talk on their weakness and strength. It was a very interactive session as students own self speak out their weaknesses and strengths like positive attitude, flexibility, time management, adjustment, broad mind, patience, leadership, quality work, experience and some weaknesses were lack of communication skills, not ready to change and many more but actually this is their strength that they recognized their weakness.

The students were asked about their career goals also. Then next session was of Mr. Sushil Jain Sir on the carrier and future scope in civil engineering by attempting various competitive exams-GATE, PSU, IES and they were informed about Gate percentile, latest changes made in pattern of exam and the subjective type of question. Preparation guidelines, way of managing time and dedication to commitment.

Then Mrs. Nupur Shrivastva talked on examination pattern, various rules and regulation of exams, general guidelines and notices regarding exams date and the regularity of students in their attendance required for exams. After lunch there were zero lectures in respective sections and at last Tutor talk. This way the 3 days orientation program me for 2nd year students has finished.